TT BROKER TOOLS
TT’s new ultra-low-latency software-as-a-service (SaaS) trading platform offers a streamlined, go-anywhere trading
experience for brokers and other professional traders. The all-new scalable open architecture enables TT to innovate
and end users to respond to changing market and customer needs with unprecedented speed and efficiency.

STRATEGY TEMPLATES
Quickly create option spreads and strategies using
predefined templates, including Butterflies, Condors,
Calendars, Straddles, Verticals and more. Load a
template, select the instruments and go. Easily add and
remove legs as needed. Save frequently used combos as
personal templates for rapid re-creation.

STREAMLINED BLOCK TRADING
TT’s Blocktrader window is designed specifically for brokers.
Select single contracts or create custom combos, set the
counterparties for each side (or even per each leg), and
submit the block order. Trade capture reports display in
the bottom pane to document the deal, and can be filtered
and exported.

FOREVER AUDIT TRAIL
The fully encrypted, cloud-based storage architecture
allows for for nearly limitless analysis of account trade
data. Access complete message details on orders, fills,
rejects and more from today’s trading or back in time to
day one.

ACCESS ALL TT FUNCTIONALITY
The full-featured platform includes market grids, the
patented MD Trader®, charting, advanced order types and
algorithmic execution. Customize spread trading with
Autospreader® Rule Builder in ways previously not possible.
Predefine account defaults and order quantities by market,
product or product type.

MOBILE AND WEB ACCESS
The open architecture supports a variety of front-end
clients. Multi-monitor desktop setups, Windows, Mac OS,
iOS and Android are supported. Monitor trades and
positions on your mobile devices, and open your saved
workspaces on the go when out of the office.

SIMPLIFIED USABILITY
Search-based navigation provides streamlined, easy paths
to contract selection and order execution. Flexible account,
risk and market connectivity controls make TT a powerful,
accessible, intuitive platform for end users and
administrators.
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